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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by H. Alan Hoover
INDYPEX is now history. While our exhibitors all came through and we had a marvelous
showing of Hungarian material, we received only 1 gold out of the 7 exhibits. The award levels were
very disappointing since some of these had achieved higher levels at other shows. See the SHP Activities at INDYPEX article for a full report. Thanks to all of the exhibitors and to the two members that
came to the show. Without you we wouldn’t exist and we are grateful for your support of the society
annual meeting and exhibit.
Overall, I was disappointed in this show. There were plusses. The weather was extremely
cooperative for this time of year; the facility had lots of room; there were other activities within the
convention center that drew some additional people into the show. On the downside, we had only
seven members attend, and the actual show traffic seemed extremely low every day. Perhaps it had to
do with the timing, perhaps it was the price of gas. One dealer had a sign at his table stating “No discounts – price of gas is too high!” and he said lost money in attending the show due to poor sales.
Our next show is Washington 2006 (http://www.washington-2006.org). If you haven’t applied to exhibit there, you are too late. Exhibit applications closed on July 31, 2005. We are hoping
that this show will feature some of the best Hungarian exhibits at the international level.
My plea of seeking assistance in the maintenance and updating of our website continues. If
you have an interest and knowledge of webmastering and can offer the society this grateful service,
we would be indebted to you for your assistance. Contact me if you can help.
The Society has joined the American Hungarian Foundation. We hope we can be of mutual
benefit to each organization and be an additional avenue to let collectors know of our organization.
Executive Board Member Emmerich Vamos is working with the Cleveland Hungarian Museum about the possibility of adding a permanent philatelic exhibit at the museum. The dignitaries are
discussing this and will report to the SHP soon if this is an item of interest for them.
The society will need two new officers after the Washington show – the secretary and the
treasurer will be resigning their respective positions. Please consider volunteering for one of these
jobs, after all, this society is member-involved. Contact me if you would like to become an officer.
I found of particular interest the What I Saw on eBay article in the last issue, and apparently it
hit home with a lot of members, too, as Csaba’s email inbox was overflowing with inputs.
For now …. Ray, as always we will …. ‘Keep Stampin’!


KUDOS AND WELCOME
Congratulations to our members who received the following awards for their exhibits. Robert Jensen received a silver medal at Lancopex 2005 with Hungarian Aerogrammes. Alfred Kugel
received a gold medal and the Postal History Society medal at the St. Louis Stamp Expo with Allied
Intervention in the Boxer Uprising. Mr. Kugel also received a vermeil at the same show with The
British Occupation of the Central Powers During World War I. In addition, Mr. Kugel received a
gold medal and the APS 1900-40 medal at Westpex and a gold medal plus the Military Postal Society
Grand award at the Philatelic Show for British Empire Intervention in the Central Powers During
World War I and Its aftermath. Donald Green received a gold medal and the US Philatelic Classics
Society medal at the Philatelic Show for Patent Medicine Companies of the Civil War Era.
Welcome to our newest members: Mr. József Gáspár of Budapest, Hungary; Mr. Robert
Kling (re-instated) of Orlando, FL; Ms. Roza Leitgeb of Westlake, OH; Mr. Derek P. Pasternak of
Seattle, WA; Dr. Jan A. Rompes of Spakenburg, The Netherlands; Mr. Zoltan Szollosy of Kew
Gardens, NY; and Mr. Frank J. Varga of Toms River, NJ.


LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARDED
Congratulations to Wallace Craig for being a 30-year member of our Society. The Executive Board bestowed an honorary Life Membership on Mr. Craig.
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SHP ACTIVITIES AT INDYPEX
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
Our exhibitors received one gold, four vermeil, and three silver awards. Robert Morgan
won the gold with Hungary: The Hyperinflation of 1945-1946. Dr. Paul Szilagyi won a vermeil with
The Stamps and Covers of Western Hungary 1921-22 and a silver with the single-frame exhibit, Experimental Balloons during the Pioneer Period of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchie 1896-1914.
Tom Phillips also won a vermeil with Hungary 1874-99. Bryan Dawson-Szilagyi received a vermeil for Hungarian Zeppelin Mail – 1928-37. Lyman Caswell won a vermeil with the single-frame
exhibit, The 1953 Commemorative Postage Due Stamps of Hungary. William Maddocks was
awarded a silver for The Evolution of Postal Marks and Expansion of the Postal System in BosniaHerzegovina during the Austro-Hungarian Occupation 1878-1918. Robert Jensen also received a
silver for Hungarian Aerogrammes. Congratulations, gentlemen!
Dr. Szilagyi was the winner of the best Hungarian multi-frame exhibit award presented by
our Society. His winning exhibit was The Stamps and Covers of Western Hungary 1921-22.
The exhibit judges’ critique highlighted some of the reasons behind the awards, which were
lower than several of these entries received in other shows. The judges emphasized the need for uniformity in appearance on the pages displaying the material. The exhibits should also ‘tell a story,’ in
other words; the scarcity of the material is no longer the most important factor.
A combined Executive Board and general meeting was held on Saturday, July 9th. Attendees
at the meeting were Alan Hoover, Csaba Kohalmi, Al Kugel (who was one of the judges at INDYPEX), and Paul Szilagyi. Items discussed included:
 The Executive Board approved Paul Szilagyi’s suggestion that SHP join the American Hungarian Federation, an umbrella organization for Hungarian-related groups. The cost of membership is $50. The AMF is planning a series of events in Washington, D.C. and New York next
year to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Hungarian Revolution. The kick-off event will
be the Washington 2006 International Stamp Exhibition.
 Future shows with SHP participation will be at the Washington 2006 next year; WESTPEX
in 2007; the APS Stampshows in Hartford, CT in 2008 and in Pittsburgh, PA in 2009.
 The Executive Board will need to fill two officers’ positions after the Washington 2006
event. Secretary Bob Morgan and Treasurer Ted Johnson have announced their intentions to
resign next year. If anyone is interested in filling these positions, please contact Alan Hoover.
 The APS has offered to place brochures with information about joining SHP in sales circuits
of Hungarian stamps. Hopefully, this will help recruit new members.
 SHP is in dire need for a webmaster to upgrade the Society website.
 Treasurer Ted Johnson reported that the Society’s finances are in great shape. The publication and mailing of the newsletter represents the major expense.
 Auctioneer Emmerich Vamos was commended for his excellent work in conducting the auctions as well as the great financial support this represents for the Society.
 Emmerich Vamos will coordinate setting up an exhibit of Hungarian stamps at the Hungarian Museum in Cleveland, OH.
 Editor Csaba Kohalmi reported that the contributions of articles to the newsletter have increased slightly and that the standard format settled down to 24 pages per issue. Chris Brainard
was commended for the excellent job of printing and mailing each issue.
We would like to thank Annette Hoover for
staffing the Society table during the show.
The Society dinner on Saturday evening was a
small gathering of Paul Szilagyi, Annette and Alan
Hoover, and Diane and Csaba Kohalmi. During the
weekend, two other members signed in: T. G. Rehkop
and William Maddocks.
Dr. Paul Szilagyi, the winner of the SHP plaque for the Best
Hungarian Exhibit at INDYPEX, stands next to his Western
Hungary exhibit.
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MAIL FROM THE HUNGARIAN PEACE DELEGATION OF 1920
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Three articles appeared in two separate 2001 issues of The News analyzing the historical aspects and mail sent from Paris by the Hungarian Peace Delegation in 1920. All of the mail previously
discussed involved items franked with French postage stamps and cacheted with a circular rubber
stamp reading Magyar Békeküldöttség – Delegation de Hongrie (Hungarian Peace Delegation).
I purchased the picture post card illustrated below from a fellow SHP member and stamp
dealer in Hungary. The card was accompanied by a description of having an ‘interesting cancel.’ It
intrigued me because it pictured the Chateau de Madrid, the residence of the Hungarian delegation in
the Paris suburb of Neuilly sur Seine and was addressed to Countess Teleki in Budapest.
The brief English-language message read:
Well traveled and arrived. Are working allready /sic/ and taking every day a walk in the Boise de
Boulogne. We shall get the terms next week and will be at home about the end of next week. Bóli.
The text would be something that a delegation member would write: We shall get the terms
(of the peace treaty) next week. The card is something that one would buy in Neuilly and not in Budapest. The cancellation and registry etiquette, however, were from Budapest. The interesting cancellation read Magyar Külügyminiszteri Távirda (Telegraph Office of the Hungarian Foreign Ministry) – Budapest, 20 January 1920. On the picture side, the writer marked three of the chateau’s windows: Apponyi, Cs. Pista, Bóli, all of which were next to each other. Apponyi, of course, was Count
Albert Apponyi, the head of the Hungarian delegation, but who were the other two? Judging by the
fact that the three were ‘neighbors in residence,’ I concluded that they were the two other highranking nobles of the delegation: Count László Somssich and Chief Cartographer Count Pál Teleki.

Message side of the postcard written by Count Pál Teleki to his wife.

The Hungarian delegation arrived in Paris on 7 January 1920. It presented its credentials to the Peace Conference on 14 January and received the
text of the proposed treaty on the next day. The delegation returned to Budapest on 20 January 1920. During its 14-day sojourn in France, the delegation
was sequestered on the grounds of the Chateau de Madrid with the exception
of when the members appeared before the Peace Conference in Versailles.
Count Pál Teleki (1879-1941) on the Hungarian memorial stamp from 1991.
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Chateau de Madrid postcard annotated with the residences of the delegation’s members of nobility.

In order to prove that the writer of the card was indeed Count Teleki, I looked up his handwritten farewell message written to Regent Miklós Horthy on the night Teleki, who was then the
Hungarian prime minister, took his own life following the Hungarian invasion of Jugoslavia in 1941.
While I’m not a handwriting expert, the similarities in handwriting are apparent. Although written more than 20 years apart, the way the letters ‘t’
were formed is unusual and distinct yet similar.
Look at the word ‘tér’ in the address of the postcard
as well as ‘t’ in the salutation of the suicide note,
‘Föméltóságú Úr!’ The signature ‘Bóli’ must have
been a nickname the Telekis used between themselves. I am not positive of my conclusion that ‘Cs.
Pista’ actually referred to Count Somssich, but there
were no other high-ranking members of the delegation with similar names. I just assumed that the
three counts would be housed in adjacent rooms.
Most likely, Teleki mailed the card from the
telegraph office of the Foreign Ministry, located in
the Sándor Palace on Castle Hill in Buda immediately upon returning to Budapest. The registry etiquette
was from the Budapest 1 Post Office, which was also located on Castle Hill. Maybe he intended to
mail it from Paris, but the delegation was not allowed the same mailing privileges that it received
later as discussed in the referenced articles.
There is an outside chance that the card was
returned to the Foreign Ministry via courier while
the delegation was still in Paris and was mailed after
someone paid the 1,60K postage. The coincidence
of the date of the delegation’s return and the 20 January 1920 postmark, however, rule that out.
Hungarian Prime Minister Pál Teleki’s farewell message
to Regent Miklós Horthy dated 3 April 1941.
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References:
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QUESTION & ANSWER
by Gábor Visnyovszki

Question: What is the purpose of the marking Levélgyüjtö Szekrény Útján Adatott Fel (Posted in a
Letter Collection Box) on Hungarian mail?
Answer: Unfortunately, researching the postal directives to find a reason for using this marking
would be a time-consuming endeavor. We need to try to analyze existing covers to get a better understanding. The earliest usages that I was able to find were registered local letters posted on 8 May
1913 and on 9 October 1918 in Budapest. Obviously, regulations at that time permitted the posting of
registered letter in a collection box. In my opinion, the markings were applied to indicate that the
senders did not possess receipts for the mailings because they did not complete the transaction at a
postal window. Also, the markings were applied to indicate that the processing postal clerk verified
the amount of postage applied by the sender.

Two early examples of registered letters posted in a letter collection box. The one on the left is from 1913 and
is endorsed ‘Levélgyüjtöszekrény utján adatott fel / Posted via a letter collection box.’ The one on the right is
from 1918 and bears the endorsement ‘Levélgyüjtöszekrényben találtatott / Found in a letter collection box.’

Still another explanation is offered by another letter mailed in 1925 with a complete set of
the sport semipostal stamps. The letter was
marked ‘ajánlott / registered’ and was posted in a
collection box as indicated by the Levélgyüjtö
szekrény útján adatott fel marking. It was most
probably overweight and the stamps did not cover the required tariff. The reverse side of the envelope was marked Közönségesként kezeltetett.
Bélyeg Hiány miatt / Handled as ordinary mail.
Reason: Insufficient Stamps.
Letter from 1925 franked with a complete set of the
Sport stamps posted in a letter collection box.
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Reverse side markings found on the cover from the
previous page include the rubber-stamped text
‘Közönségesként kezeltetett. ___________ miatt /
Handled as ordinary mail. Reason:.__________’
The reason ‘Bélyeg Hiány / Insufficient Stamps’ was
added by hand.

The envelope from 1932 illustrated below provides another example. It was posted in a letter
collection box with 50 fillérs’ worth of stamps and was marked ‘sürgös/express (special delivery).’
Because it was overweight (marked 27gr in crayon on the front), the applicable tariff was 74f (14f for
the second weight class local letter, 60f for special delivery). The word ‘sürgös’ was crossed out and
the mailing was handled as an ordinary letter. The front side was marked with ELÉGTELEN BÉRMENTESÍTÉS MIATT / KÖZÖNSÉGES LEVÉLKÉNT KEZELVE / BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT
FRANKING / HANDLED AS ORDINARY LETTER.

Insufficiently franked express letter posted in a collection box and handled as ordinary mail from 1932. The
cover bears the ‘Levélgyüjtö szekrény utján adatott fel / Posted via a letter collection box’ marking as well as
the endorsement ‘Elégtelen bérmentesítés miatt közönséges levélként kezelve / Because of insufficient franking
handled as ordinary letter.’

As far as the Editor’s theory about letter collection boxes not being emptied daily is
concerned, that may be a case today. In the old days, postal service was much better and letter collection boxes were emptied often, sometimes five or six times daily. Otherwise, it would not have made
much sense to drop registered or express mail in collection boxes.


AIR MAIL NOTES - PART 8:
THE 1918 AIRMAIL FROM VIENNA TO BUDAPEST
by Dr. Paul J. Szilagyi

It should be remembered that the dual Austro-Hungarian Monarchy existed until October
31st, 1918. The 1918 airmail flights were organized by the Monarchy’s military establishment, the
KuK army. The northern route from Vienna to Krakow-Lemberg-Kiew was inaugurated on Easter
Sunday, March 31, 1918. The last flights to carry letters between these cities were on October 7-9. A
southern route was also planned to connect Vienna-Budapest-Kolozsvár-Bucharest and Odessa, but
there was no time to fully develop it with the exception of the Vienna-Budapest leg. Because, the
Hungarian postal system was separate from the rest of the Monarchy’s, letters originating in Budapest
used Hungarian postage stamps and regulations. The Budapest-Vienna route was opened on July 4th
and the first Vienna-Budapest flight took place on July 5th. The last flight to Vienna was July 23rd
while the last flight from Vienna took off on July 24th.
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After opening the Budapest-Vienna route on July 4th, the aircraft returned on the next morning to Budapest. The number of items of mail carried is given in the table below. Mail from Vienna
to Budapest is much scarcer than the mail flown to Krakow or to Lemberg from Vienna. First of all,
this route was in service for a shorter period. Secondly, most of the mail from Vienna was sent to
government and military establishments. Letters from Krakow and Lemberg to Budapest are extremely rare, and I’ve never heard of or seen one from Kiew. Letters could also be sent to cities other
than Budapest. I have seen only two such letters sent toPécs (as well as the recently acquired one to
Temesvár illustrated on the back cover). These are by far the scarcest destinations.
Flights Carrying Commercial Mail from Vienna to Budapest in July 1918
July 1918
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Pieces of Mail Carried
no flight
283
174
170
56
227
170
177
165
122
117
47
109
93
100
124
89
70
no flight
67
71

Covers I Know About

From Lemberg or Krakow

xxx
xx
x
x
xx
x
x

xxx
x

x

x
x
x

xx

The Hungarian collectors usually ignore these return flights. I believe that this is unjustified!
The return flights in any airmail route are just as much part of the airmail history as the initial flight
from such cities as Budapest. The returned flights should not be ignored and the philatelic rarities
among them should be truly appreciated.

Two Covers Carried on the First Flight from Vienna to Budapest, 5 July 1918.

The fee for sending a letter to Budapest by airmail was made up using a three-part calculation: the fee for regular postage, the airport transfer fee, and the airmail surcharge. The regular letters
July-September 2005
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up to 20gm were charged 15 heller; overweight letters paid an additional 5 heller per 20 gm. The tariff for printed postal cards was 8h or 10h if post cards were used. After September 10th, the basic fee
of letters was raised to 20h and cards uniformly became 10h. The transfer fee for providing the service of taking the letters to the airport was 1K, which had to be paid with airmail stamps. Finally, the
airmail surcharge was 1.50K per 20 gm for each leg of the route; that is, it was 1.50K from Vienna,
but 3.00K from Krakow and 4.50K from Lemberg to Budapest. If the letter were overweight, this fee
was multiplied for each weight increment. This also had to be paid with airmail stamps. Thus, letters
that were franked only with regular rather than airmail stamps are very rare!
The airmail stamps were sold at the main post offices of Vienna, Krakow and Lemberg
at special “Flugpost” windows in a maximum quantity of five sets of stamps per customer. Contrary
of the practice in Budapest, where the stamps were not given to the customer but were attached to the
letters by the postal clerk, the customers in Vienna attached the stamps to the letters themselves. The
main post office cancellations were applied at the post office, while the airmail cancellation was done
at the airport. In Krakow, a customer was permitted to mail only one letter per day. A penciled number was marked in the left lower corner for record keeping. In instances where a letter was lost or it
took more than 12 hours to get to the next post office, the customer could get his airmail fee refunded.
Unlike on the Budapest-Vienna leg, registration service was not available on the Vienna-KrakowLemberg route as well as on the Vienna-Budapest route.
The airmail service was available to other cities, but examples of such covers also are extremely rare. In my collection I have such a letter sent to Pécs, which is illustrated on the next page.
Letters from Vienna to other cities, such as Debrecen, Szeged, and Györ supposed to exist, but I have
not seen such letters yet. Berecz’s book mentions a Vienna-Budapest-Temesvár letter forwarded by
special delivery. First day letters from Vienna on July 5th to Budapest are not too hard to find. There
were 263 such letters carried on the first day. The 'Wien, K.P.Qu.' letters are also rarities. The abbreviation stands for the ‘Kriegpressquartier’ or ‘Headquarters of War Correspondents.’

Postal card carried on the last flight to Budapest on
24 July 1918 correctly franked: 8h postage fee
(card) and 2.50 K airmail stamp for the 1K transfer
fee and the airmail surcharge of 1.50K. Postcards
are considerably rarer than letters.

Correctly franked (4.20K, two stamps on reverse
side) second weight class cover sent from Vienna
on 11 July 1918 from the Headquarters of War Correspondents (K.P.Qu.).

Table Reprinted From A Recent Issue Of The Airpost Journal Comparing The Number Of
Pieces Of Mail Carried
Vienna-Krakow
Vienna-Lemberg
Vienna-Kiev
Vienna-Vienna
Lemberg-Vienna
Kiev-Vienna
Budapest-Vienna
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# of Flights
142
143
144
109
99
82
20

# of Pieces
8801
11943
1645
14264
18047
1078
3795

# Flown
6488
9428
2354
8332
11038
604
3795

# by train Difference
2313
0
2515
0
291
0
5960
2
7009
0
474
0
133 (July13th crash)
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Budapest-Vienna Registered
Budapest-Vienna-Krakow
Bp-Vienna-Krakow Registered
Budapest-Vienna-Lemberg
Bp-Vienna-Lemberg Registered
Vienna-Budapest

20

2452
383
20
157
35
2411

2452
383
20
157
35
2411

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

This table well illustrates the relative rarity of Hungarian flight covers beyond Vienna, as
well as the rarity of the flights into Budapest from Lemberg and Krakow, for which hardly any information is available.

Cover carried from Vienna to Budapest on 17 July 1918 and forwarded by rail to Pécs. The reverse side carries a Budapest receiving mark at 8:00PM on July 17th and a Pécs arrival CDS on July18th.

Safety of flights was precarious at best! There were 14 crashes of planes on the Vienna Krakow - Lemberg - Kiev route. With these crashes came the fatalities of the pilots. In addition,
there were two crashes from Budapest to Vienna. No plane crashed on the Vienna to Budapest route
during the 20 days. The names of the pioneer pilots killed on the Budapest-Vienna route were Lt.
Varga (July 13th), Sgt. Németh and Lt. Tomaschek (July 21st). On July 13th, the 133 pieces of mail
were carried by train from Mosonmagyaróvár, while on July 21st, a second plane carried the mail one
hour later from the Budapest airfield, where the accident happened.

Fourth weight class commercial letter flown on
20 July 1918 to Budapest. Total franking: 8.15K
(basic postage: 15h + 3x5h, transfer fee: 1K, airmail
surcharge: 4x1.50K, overfranked: 85h).

July-September 2005

Commercial letter flown to Budapest on 18 July
1918 correctly franked with 2.65K in regular postage stamps (without airmail stamps).
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Above: Cover flown on 9 July 1918 from Lemberg to
Budapest by way of Vienna. It was franked with 8K
using three airmail stamps.
Right: Cover flown from Krakow on 6 July 1918 to
Budapest by was of Vienna. It was franked with
5.75K postage, 5K using airmail stamps and 75h using regular stamps.

These covers of the 1918 airmail flights of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy represent the first
commercial flights in Hungary as well as the 4th or 5th continuous official airmail service in the
world. Other pioneering events that opened the history of world airmail service are listed below.

The first successful flight of an airplane with an internal combustion engine was carried
out by the Wright brothers on December 17, 1903 at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.

Frenchman Louis Bleriot flew across the English channel on July 25, 1909 proving, that
the airplane was a viable way of transportation.

Commemorative flights from London to Windsor were conducted in connection with an
exhibition in England starting on September 11, 1911. The special flights lasted more
than three weeks. Reportedly, more than 200,000 special cards and pieces of mail were
carried by the airplanes.

Prodam Guido flew an experimental flight in Fiume on May 16, 1912 and carried an unknown number of cards to be delivered to Cherso Island. He was forced to abandon the
flight due to the strong wind and lousy weather. As he was trying to return to Fiume, his
airplane crashed into the sea near Lovrana. The cards, which were well packed in a water
resistant packet, were rescued. At least one example survives (in the collection of Nagy
Feri bácsi).

The world’s first regular and official commercial flights carrying mail started in Italy on
May 22, 1917 between Turin and Rome and on June 27, 1917 between Naples and Palermo, Sicily.

The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy’s commercial airmail service started the ‘northern
route’ between Vienna-Lemberg-Kiew-Lemberg-Kiew on March 31, 1918.

In the USA, commercial flights between Washington, New York, and Philadelphia started on May 18, 1918.

The first commercial Hungarian flights started on July 4, 1918.
I am much indebted to several people who, over a period of more than a decade, helped me to
put this ‘airmail opus’ together: Victor Berecz, for his many suggestions and corrections; Dr. Stephen
Frater, for copies of his airmail covers; Zoltán Koleszár (Vértesfila), for his additions of registration
numbers and illustration of his Kiev cover; Mihály Nádas, to whom I still owe an apology, for his
contribution of the July 22nd cover; the late Dr. Andrew Munster for copies of his airmail covers; the
late Otto Schäffling, for his encouragement and sharing his knowledge on fake covers of July 5th; the
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late Ferenc Nagy (Feri bácsi), for sharing and sending his copies of air letters, the use of his original
articles and the table of registration numbers, which appeared in Philatelica. This article is one of the
classics on the philately of Hungarian airmail! Finally, I also wish to thank Csaba L. Kohalmi for his
fantastic editorial job putting these articles into the form as they had appeared in this journal.
References:
Morovics, Tomas (Czech Republic), Philatelica, 89/2.
Nagy, Ferenc Sr., Philatelica 88/1 & 88/2.
Klein, Thomas G., Airpost Journal, December 2004 & January 2005. (This is based an article published by
the Austrian Philatelic Society in 1959. The part discussing the Vienna - Budapest connection is both erroneous
and denigrating for the ‘Hungarian’ connection!)


EARLY HUNGARIAN AIRMAIL COVERS TO AUSTRALIA
by Judy Kennett
KLM (Royal Dutch Airlines) started regular, twice-weekly airmail services from Amsterdam
to Batavia on 25 September 1929. This early intercontinental service went across Europe, calling at
Nuremberg-Budapest-Sofia-Istanbul, before heading across the Middle East and Southern Asia to the
Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia).
In March 1931 it was announced that the Dutch East Indian subsidiary (KNILM) would be
making a special trial flight from Batavia to Australia, carrying mails from Europe brought to Batavia
on the regular KLM flight scheduled for 30 April 1931. This was a joint initiative of the airline and
its subsidiary, the Dutch government, and Dutch trading interests, and was intended to demonstrate
the capability of the airline, and the feasibility of a direct Dutch service carrying passengers and mails
from Europe to Australia.
A number of European postal administrations accepted the invitation to send mails. According to Boesman catalogue, this included 500 items from Germany, 103 from Austria, plus unknown
numbers from Great Britain, Ireland and Switzerland. The catalogue further notes that 150 items
were accepted from Hungary. Mails from Western Europe were gathered in Amsterdam, but the
Hungarian items were held in Budapest until the arrival of the Dutch aircraft on 30 April. These two
covers had been posted at the airmail counter of Budapest 72 on 25 April and 27 April respectively.

The above cover was mailed from Budapest on 25 April 1931. It arrived in Batavia on 5 May 1931 and in Sydney on 18 May 1931. It was returned on 20 May 1931 to Budapest, where it arrived on 6 July 1931. According
to research done by Judy Kennett, in 1931, KLM had two flights weekly from Budapest to Amsterdam. KLM
was not permitted to fly into Australia. Airmail from Batavia was picked up by the Quantas airline. The stamps
used from franking totaled 2,41P paying the registered foreign letter rate of 40f + 50f plus the assumed airmail
surcharge of 1,51P.
The second item. illustrated on the next page, was mailed from Budapest of 27 April 1931. It arrived in Batavia
on the same flight on 5 May 1931 and in Sydney on 18 May 1931. From there, it followed the same route back
to Budapest. The franking on this cover totaled 2,62P paying the registered foreign letter rate of 40f + 50f plus
the assumed airmail surcharge of 1,51P, but this cover may have been overfranked by 11 fillérs.
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On the morning of 30 April, the scheduled KLM service departed from Schiphol Airport Amsterdam, carrying 2420 Dutch special airmails as well as its usual load for a total weight of 214 kg.
The aircraft used on this flight was a KLM Fokker F.VIIb /3m monoplane PH-AFS “Specht” (Woodpecker), and the crew were Tepas pilot, van Onlands second pilot with Blok as engineer. The following schedule was established for the flight: Budapest, 30 April; Athens, 1 May; Cairo, 2 May; Baghdad (Iraq), 3 May; Jask (Iran), 4 May; Jodhpur (India), 5 May; Calcutta (India), 6 May; Tavoy (Burma), 7 May; and Medan (Sumatra), 8 May. The flight arrived in Batavia on 9 May (from the referenced Walker, Airmails of New Zealand).
The flight made excellent time on the route from
Amsterdam to Batavia (10 days). Upon arrival there, the
mail received a strike in black with a circular cds ‘BATAVIA-CENTRUM 9.5.31. 6-7N’. This can be seen on the
front of example 1 and on the back of example 2. The aircraft used on the flight from Batavia to Australia was a Fokker F. VIIb/3m monoplane PK-AFC “Abel Tasman”, specially named after the famous Dutch discoverer of Tasmania.
This was a mark of respect during its Australian flight. The
aircraft’s name was incorporated in a cachet (see figure on
the left) (Walker, Airmails of New Zealand). Covers are
known both with and without this cachet; it does not appear on either of these Hungarian examples.
This is somewhat surprising, since covers from other countries carried on this flight, bear it.
The “Abel Tasman” left Batavia on 12 May 1931 with a crew of three – pilot Captain Pattist,
who was normally employed by the Dutch East India Airforce; Moll, a regular KNILM member as
second pilot, and Elleman as engineer (from the referenced Wixted, The NW Aerial Frontier 19191934). Apparently, the aircraft made a number of further calls to pick up mails for Australia as it flew
down through the Dutch East Indies islands. Semarang and Sourabaya in Java were visited on the
same day with the latter being an overnight stop. Koepang (Dutch Timor, now Indonesian West Timor) was reached on 13 May and Wyndham, on the north coast of Western Australia, on 14 May
1931. Mail picked up in the Dutch East Indies received the special diamond cachet with the date of 9,
10, 11, 12 or 13 May 1931 as well as the name of the town (ref. NvvA, Luchtpostcatalogus).
The ‘Abel Tasman’ continued via Brisbane (17 May), Sydney (18 May) and arrived in Melbourne on 19 May. Our covers, both addressed to Sydney, and both registered, were stamped ‘REGISTERED F / SYDNEY 18 MY 31’ (this is indistinct on example 2). Both covers had fictitious addresses, and could not be delivered. Example 1 was forwarded to Ryde, then an outer suburb of Sydney, on 19 May, but the recipient was not known there, and vertically on the right hand side of the
front is written in red ‘Unknown at Ryde’ plus initials. Both covers finished up at the Sydney Dead
Letter Office (DLO), example 1 on 20 May, and example 2 on 19 May.
Example 1 was put back into the registered mail system, and arrived back at Budapest 741 on
6 July 1931. It seems likely that it was sent by surface mail. Of course, the sender had specifically
asked that it be returned to him, and the franking may have included payment for return postage. Example 2 had no instructions on it, and we have no way of knowing what happened to it.
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Since this flight from Batavia to Australia was a ‘special’ flight and was advertised as such, it
seems to me that a good proportion of the mail was ‘philatelic’ in origin. Both covers are franked
with stamps from the current airmail issue (Michel issue dates are 1927 and 1930). The senders
would likely have wanted the covers sent back, and no doubt would have put them into their ‘airmail’
collections. Walker states that the Great Britain postal administration declared a special rate for this
flight, and it’s possible that the Hungarians would have done the same. The airmail surcharges, 1P
51f on Example 1 and 1P 72f on Example 2 do not correspond to any rate that we know, but this is
not really surprising for a one-time event.
The return flight of the ‘Abel Tasman’ left Melbourne on 22 May 1931 and Sydney on 23
May, arriving back in Batavia on 28 May. The Australian postal authorities put some special mails
on the flight. On 26 May the ‘Abel Tasman’ acted as observer for C W A Scott’s ‘Moth’ on the Timor Sea crossing from Wyndham to Koepang. The mail reached Amsterdam on 6 June 1931. Despite the unqualified success of the whole project, the British authorities were unmoved in their determination not to let the Dutch go ahead of Imperial Airways in conducting direct flights to Australia
from Europe. KNILM did not obtain permission to fly into Australia until July 1938.
I wish to thank David Collyer for his advice and for locating some of the references used to
prepare this article. Ed Wolf provided detailed technical information about the aircraft used, and
about the personnel involved, as well as providing additional references. He also gave me helpful advice concerning pre-World War 2 airmail services from Europe to Australia, and particularly the part
played by KLM.
References:
Boesman, J., Uit de Geschiedenis van het Luchtpostvervoer: Luchtpostcatalogus van Nederland
en Overzeese Rijksdelen, pages 44-A and 32-B, Davo N. V., Deventer [ND]
NvvA, Luchtpostcatalogus van Nederland en Overzeese Rijksdelen 1998, Broekzitter,

Ridderkerk [ND]

Walker, Douglas A., The Airmails of New Zealand, Volume 2: ‘The overseas flights 1928-1940’,
pages 70-71. Christchurch, New Zealand, New Zealand Airmail Society, 1986.
Wixted, Edward P., The north-west aerial frontier 1919-1934, Sydney, Boolarong, 1985


MEMBERS FORUM
Dear Mr. Kohalmi,
in reading this quarter’s newsletter, I got a few chuckles and a wealth of information. But,
the last thing I read was the President’s Corner, and that is what prompted this note from someone
who usually just keeps to himself and goes about collecting.
There were a couple of articles that actually started the gears turning, maybe backwards, but
it was still fun. There is no argument or malice intended just a humoristic opinion.
I found the article about Perlak SHS of interest in as much as I have a little different take on
the subject. To err is human, but to get paid for your error is divine. Post WWI was not the easiest of
times and I believe that there was a bit of bribery involved in the rigging of dates to say whatever the
wealthy collector wanted. I do have a couple of covers from that era, one of which carries a postmark
Perlak/Zala Vm. 918 Feb __ (numbers smeared), backstamped Kisszabadka 919 Feb 13. Was this an
error or was it divine? My point here is that when humans are involved, anything could have happened and it probably did. Today, our analysis is only a best guess.
The next little article I found of interest was the blurb about the Ultimate Hungarian rarity.
There were more than six printed, and probably more than two used. Suppose more singles
turn up or perhaps another cover is unearthed. It is possible, but not probable. Now, think back to the
last article. The letter that gave authorization to overprint the Hungarian stamps with SHS, now that’s
rare! Was there more than one letter? Did it not happen? Don’t we accept them as valid through our
collecting efforts and research? Where is that letter today? Think about it and smile… Stamp collecting must remain fun because humans are involved.
Best Regards,
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Hi,
I’ve just received today the latest journal of the SHP, and am writing this letter to give you
my experience on buying on Internet via eBay or others sites. I begin to buy on eBay in August 2001.
I have bought about 600 items without any problems. Well, almost, two or three times I did not receive the items and about the same numbers for the money I’ve sent had gotten lost. But, if you pay
by a bank transfer, Paypal or Bidpay and don’t use cash, there is no risk.
I think that this is a small problem compared to finding unusual stamp or cover offerings!
I know there are SHP members like you, Emmerich Vamos and Chris Brainard who are trading on
eBay. In general, the prices realized on eBay are lower than those you can find in an auction like Profila or others. Unfortunately, but there are not many goodies on eBay.com. Still, I think it's better to
go to eBay.de, where there is more material.
Over the years, I came to recognize the bidders’ i.d.s who collect the same things that I do,
and also know (maybe not always), if they will put in high bid or not! In four years’ time, I have
never seen the 1867 50 kr with a Hungarian cancellation, and only once on the 25 kr. If the members
are looking for useful things at a good price, they should go to civisfila.hu. Gábor is a very nice man.
At the same time, I bought from the auction houses such as Profila, Darabanth, and Ulysses, which is
now out of business. I am familiar with Profila since 2000, and effectively the minimums bids are
higher today, but in Hungary today, people earn more money than yesterday. I think there are two
kinds of markets for philately: the “country market” for the usual things, where the prices depend
mostly on what is collected in the specified area, and the “world market” for the better pieces that are
priced higher. In general, it seems like the prices are higher in today’s market, which is good for the
Hungarian philately but not for my purse! I know it's the same thing for philately in general. And, as
you say, “keep stamping!”
Nicolas Petryuk
Dear Emmerich!
Been a while since we have traded messages, but first, want to express my thanks for your efforts in acquiring and participating in the translation of the Barabás article. And, at the same time,
to Csaba for shedding some light on a murky area !
Three questions: Is there more to follow? By that, I mean, is Mr. Barabás going to publish a
series of articles on this topic or is this all that can be expected?
Second, the question of ‘expert’ marks. Drazha Pirocanac in Wisconsin, who collects Jugoslav stuff as do I, asked me about his recent acquisition on eBay of a set of PRELOG overprints that
were expertised (?) with what appears to be ‘Reichler’ in a rectangle. This name does not appear on
the Barabás illustration. What does anyone know about this marking?
My thoughts are if an unhinged complete set is offered at a reasonable price; i.e., less than
$50, and I have seen several of that ilk being offered on eBay, then it is likely phoney. My memory
says that the vendor is located in Hungary; and perhaps even Profila has offered these in auctions.
And finally, other than Prirucnik, is there any other recent (post-1960) writing or research on
these issues in German or English that I might be referred to?
Frank Delzer
Dear Csaba:
I took interest in your article in the SHP newsletter concerning Ebay, and your request for
comments from other SHP eBay users.
To me, eBay allowed me to revitalize my collecting of stamps. I live in a comparatively remote (population-wise) area in Wyoming. The nearest philatelic dealer is over a hundred miles away
(in another state), and he chose to retire at age seventy; closing his store.
Although I attempt to collect worldwide, with a current emphasis on both U.S.A. and Hungary, I do not know anyone personally or even casually who actively collects postage stamps.
Therefore, the Internet and eBay have been my philatelic salvation. I have been allowed the
privilege of selecting stamps of my choice at reasonable prices throughout the world. I have been
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able to complete very satisfactory transactions with people of Great Britain, Australia, throughout Europe, Israel, and parts of South America, and have made long distance friends with folks in the Baltics, Canada, England, and Hungary, not to mention the numerous collectors/dealers that correspond
with here in the U. S.
I was asked to join the SHP by my friend in Pennsylvania, James Gaul; and I have had the
privilege of purchasing Hungarian stamps and forgeries from you with confidence that your listings
are accurate. Without eBay, none of these things would have been possible for me. Can you imagine
my asking a Yellowstone Park Ranger, “Say, you wouldn't happen to have a Scott #467 Hungarian
overprint in there, would you?”
There is an internet site, www.freetranslation.com, that allows me to write to non-English
speaking collectors/dealers in English, and then with a “click” it is translated into French, German,
Spanish etc. I had never dreamed of conversing with someone in French or German, and coming to
an agreement over price of a selection of stamps. If one keeps the phrases simple, it works great.
However wonderful it may be, there is obviously a darker side to eBay and the Internet. P. T.
Barnum's quote, “A sucker is born every minute,” remains true. One has to be very careful and selective in the choice of philatelic material. I consider myself a novice when it comes to specialized
Hungarian selections and rarities, and I would not attempt to determine myself what is real and what
is not. That is what the authentication services are for.
Ebay’s seller/buyer rating system does work well. Perhaps the best reference for a business is
the praise of satisfied previous customers. The “kiss of death” to the same establishment are the negative comments left by unhappy customers dissatisfied with the product and/or service provided. For
large expensive purchases, eBay also offers additional buyer protection, but I cannot personally offer
an objective evaluation of them as I have not been in need of those services. Being able to quiz the
seller prior to bidding is also a plus for this format.
In summary, I believe eBay has thrown the doors of stamp collecting wide open! Just ten
years ago the citizens of the world had very little opportunity to acquire stamps from such a vast array
of offerings. The Internet has extended the hobby's life for years into the future.
Best regards,

Wes Learned


ADVERTISEMENTS ON HUNGARIAN POSTAL STATIONERY
by Emmerich Vamos

A detailed description of the 1892 advertising postal cards was published in the Jan-Mar 1995
issue of The News of Hungarian Philately. These 2 krajcár postal cards (Simády # 17), illustrated
below) were printed on light blue paper stock with six different variations of the advertisements on
the reverse side. In order to promote these cards, the post office sold them at a discount of 1 krajcár
with the advertisers paying the difference. A total of 57,760 copies of the cards were printed. Evidently, the prepared quantity exceeded postal demand because these cards are readily available in the
philatelic marketplace in unused condition. Postally used examples present a different story: collecting the six different varieties in used condition presents quite a challenge.

Postally used 1892 advertising postal card (Simády # 17).
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In 1902, the Hungarian Post authorized the use of advertisements on postal cards. The thencurrent 5 fillér postal cards were ‘overprinted’ on both sides with ads in various colors, such as blue,
green, red, and yellow (Simády #28). These cards remained valid for postal use until 31 December
1922. Contrary to the 1892 issue, these cards are extremely hard to find; and, to this date, philatelists
have not been determine the number of varieties produced. The illustration below shows the two
sides of the ‘BERETVÁS’ variety, a copy of which changed owners in California recently.

Postally used 1902 advertising postal card (Simády # 28).

The illustration of still another variety was taken from the Simády catalog. This card carried
an advertisement for the IDEAL typewriter. The printing quantities of these cards are unknown.

1902 Advertising postal card (Simády # 28, left) and 1907 advertising postal card (Simády # 29, right)

In 1907 a special printing of the 5 fillér postal card was prepared to accommodate advertisements (Simády # 29, illustrated above right and below). The Hungarian coat-of-arms was moved into
the right half of the front of the card and the text Magyar Kir. Posta was compressed between the
crest and the imprinted stamp. The left half of the front was filled with ads printed in multiple colors,
which also appeared around the backside border of the card. Again, the number of varieties and the
printing quantities are unknown. These cards were valid for postal use through 31 December 1922.

Postally used 1907 advertising postal card (Simády # 29).
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If these advertising postal cards are hard to
find, the advertising letter cards (Zárt Levelezölap)
prepared in 1911 are extremely scarce. Only 10,000
of these 10 fillér cards (Simády # 17) were prepared
and sold for 5 fillérs, half the face value. These
cards carried an ad in the lower left corner as well as
an advertising insert. Since I cannot illustrate an actual card, the next best thing is to reproduce the figure from the Simády catalog just in case some fortunate collector encounters a real example.
1911 Advertising Letter Card, (Simády # 17).

The next undertaking of advertising postal stationery was the result of the entrepreneurial efforts of three individuals, József Dömjén, Imre Tóth, and János D. Marossi. The Postal directive No.
88.452, issued on 14 October 1930, announced the appearance of the two special advertising items,
the D-letter (D-levél) and the THO-MA letter card (THO-MA Zárt Levelezölap). Both stationery
items were imprinted with the Crown indicium. The D-letter was designated for local use and the
face value of the imprint was 8 fillér. Its size corresponded to that of the paid reply postal cards; i.e.,
it was twice the size of a normal postal card. The inside showed 18 different advertisements. It was
valid for use until 31 December 1936, but the quantity printed is unknown.

Front and back sides of the D-letter issued in 1930 (Simády # 81).

The THO-MA letter card was denominated at 10 fillér, and again it was intended for local use
at that rate. The front, back, and insides of the card carried twenty different advertisements for products ranging from soap, gloves, personal care products, mineral water, chocolates, bedding feathers,
stoves, cheeses, liqueurs as well as services for painters, photographers, and opticians. Evidently, the
copyrighted card was printed in two operations by the Egyesült Könyvnyomda in Budapest (color
impressions) and the State Printing Office (address side header and postal indicium) in an edition of
6,500 copies. Very few examples seem have survived the turmoils of the past 70 years as indicated
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by their scarcity in today’s philatelic marketplace. Two fellow SHP members are lucky enough to
have copies, which were used for the illustrations below, in their collections.

Folded format of the THO-MA letter card (Simády # 44).

Advertising pictures from the top and bottom flaps of
the front side of the THO-MA letter card.

Advertising material found on the inside top and bottom flaps of the THO-MA letter card.

In conclusion, the late Béla Simády admonished us that an unknown number of printing varieties may be found on these advertising cards. To date, the different versions have not been tabulated, so I’m asking our readers, who might have any additional data regarding these, to contact me. I
would be most appreciative of efforts to further the research on Hungarian advertising stationeries.


WHAT I SAW ON EBAY
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

My article by the same title published in the last issue of The News proved to be quite popular. As a result, I received more correspondence from our readers to that issue than any other previous newsletter. Emboldened by the enthusiastic response, I hope to continue this as a regular series.
Again, as always, readers’ inputs are most welcome!
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Mike Rigsby pointed out a 1918
postal card mailed from Pozsony with two
‘emergency’ 2f ‘postage due’ stamps attached. The card was posted locally with
both cds dated 18 July 1918 at 5:00PM. The
control letter on the posting cds was a capital ‘B’ while the receiving cds was a lower
case ‘b’. I my opinion, this item at best was
a favor cancellation. On a genuine used
emergency’ postage due usage, the receiving
cds should have been struck across the postage due stamps. Still, Mike wondered if
there was listing of the various ‘emergency’
postage due stamps created from the 1916-1918 period. I have never seen such a list or even an authoritative article about such ‘off cover’ stamps. From what I have seen on eBay and in dealers’
stocks, every stamp from that period seems to exist with various sizes of plain, circled or boxed P, T,
Porto overprints, sometimes even with new numerals of value added.
There is a Hungarian expression that a skeptical person has ‘bad liver.’ Indeed, I think I
have ‘bad liver’ about these issues. Yes, they’re fun to dabble with for not much money, but there are
as many varieties as you find in occupation counterfeits. Just about anyone can ‘make’ such an overprint with a carved-out cork or even a potato and a rubber-stamp inkpad! Stamp dealers are probably
the biggest source of these ‘manufactured’ varieties. Mike commented that even he could have created the above ‘postage dues’ with a wide-tipped whiteboard marker!
The cover illustrated on the
left generated serious bidding. The
portrait series of the Bolshevik Republic saw very little actual postal
use, so a set on a registered, express
letter to Vienna should be a desirable item. Unfortunately, this example did not have the appropriate registry and express etiquettes nor was
it backstamped upon arrival in Vienna. In my opinion, this cover was
favor cancelled (these are readily
available in the philatelic marketplace), and an address was applied
later to enhance its philatelic value.
Caveat emptor!
Only a novice collector would be
fooled by this ‘airmail’ cover from 1918.
The seller advertised it as being ‘sent to
Germany.’ We all know that Hungary’s
first airmail service operated only between Budapest and Vienna with continuing flights to Krakow, Lemberg, and
Kiev (anything beyond Vienna being extremely scarce). Looks as if these stamps
were favor-cancelled with a backdated
cds at best. At worst, the cds is a fake.
A German stamp dealer applied his rubber-stamped address to make the cover
more appealing to suckers.
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At left is another example of a perforated cut-out from postal stationery masquerading as a lithographed 1871 issue. It turned up for a bargain
price of $80 from a supposedly reputable auction house. Note the perfect
centering not normally found on this issue as well as the neat perforations,
which, unfortunately do not seem to be correct gauge. The item description
included a statement that it was endorsed by ‘Richter’ who, according to the
seller, was an expert in his day. Well, Richter was fooled! When questioned
about this item, the seller suggested that the winner should get another expert
opinion. I think that the seller had already provided the ‘expert’ opinion by
pricing the item at a ridiculously low starting bid!


THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
The rare 1867 Köbánya 3kr red error, one of two known examples on cover, sold for CHF
500,000 plus 18% buyer’s fee at the Corinphila auction last May. That’s approximately US$481,910!
The other example on cover was sold in the Hungarofila auction of December 1997 for a mere
$210,000. According to Linn’s Stamp News, the most recent sale represents the 33rd highest price
ever paid for a stamp or cover. However, it moved down one place since then with the recent sale of
a graded ‘Inverted Jenny’ that sold for a record price of $577,500.
A local postcard with the 10 fillér Turul stamp perfined AUT sold in the June Profila auction
for HUF 1.7 million. (That’s $8,500 in US dollars.) The reserve was HUF 350,000, so the price realized was a nice advance over the starting bid.
The Editors of the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalog revised the valuation of the inverted HIVATALOS text official stamp #O2a in the catalog’s 2006 edition to $10,000 based on the
recent Profila auction results.
SHP member Gábor Voloncs, who is also a vice-president of Mafitt, reported the publication
of the first volume of a series of booklets dealing with the postal history of the Carpatho-Ukraine.
The Hungarian-language publication, Kronológia Kárpátalja postatörténtéhez 1914-2004, authored by Lajos Horváth is available from the publisher (e-mail: gidofalvy@axelero.hu) for approximately US$6. The booklet contains some very useful map inserts of Carpatho-Ukraine.
The June 2005 issue of the American Philatelist prominently featured an illustration of the
opening page of the SHP website as well as short writeup in the Affiliates Online article.
The Spring 2005 issue of The Trumpeter, the journal of the Croatian Philatelic Society, remembered the Bleiburg Tragedy of May 1945. In a series of vicious reprisals within a few weeks of
the German surrender, Tito’s partisan massacred thousands, perhaps 150,000 disarmed Croatian and
Slovenian soldiers and civilian refugees near the Austrian border. This was the brutal ending to the
Jugoslav civil war fought in parallel with war against the German occupiers. At the same time, Tito’s
partisan murdered 30,000 Hungarian civilians in the Bácska region that reverted back to Hungary in
1941. Most of the Hungarian victims were men and boys. Such horrible examples man’s inhumanity
to man were revisited following the breakup of the Jugoslav Federation in the early 1990s with the
series of civil wars fought amongst the Serbs, Croats, Bosnians, and Kosovars.


HUNGARIAN POSTAL RATES FOR 2005
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
The last time I published the postal rates was in 2002. I’m sorry to have missed out on the
intervening years, but the tabulation became tedious. In 2004, for example, postal rates saw two increases due to inflation in Hungary. Nowadays, the cost of sending a Christmas card from Hungary
to the US equals the cost of a five-minute phone call. As a result, my cousin told me that they no
longer send out cards but make phone calls instead. In keeping with the rest of the European Union,
the Hungarian Post standardized mail handling into two classes: priority and non-priority. Priority
service provides for air transportation, where applicable. Hence, the airmail surcharges that have
been the topic of so many interesting articles in The News have been eliminated.
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The following table is a simplified listing of the commonly used postal tariffs.
(US $1 = ~ HUF 205.-)
/Information in the table was compiled from the web page of the Hungarian Post/
New Hungarian Postal Rates
(simplified version)

Domestic
Non-priority
Priority
8.Standard letter1 to 30gm
50.90.12.1
Standard letter to 20gm
2.Letter up to 20gm, non-standard
-Letter up to 50gm
70.120.Letter up to 100gm
85.160.Letter up to 150gm
Letter up to 250gm
110.200.Letter up to 350gm
Letter up to 500gm
170.280.Letter up to 750gm
290.410.Letter up to 1000gm
Letter up to 1500gm
Letter up to 2000gm
420.500.Post Card
50.90.Printed matter up to 30gm
50.70.Printed matter up to 50gm
70.85.Printed matter up to 100gm
85.110.Printed matter up to 250gm
110.170.Printed matter up to 500gm2
170.290.2
Printed matter up to 750gm
420.290.Printed matter up to 2000gm
420.M Bag up to 5kg
M Bag over 5kg, per kg
Domestic parcel up to 5 kg
600.Domestic parcel up to 10 kg
660.Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
770.Oversize/fragile parcel surcharge
+ 330.Registration
150.Express for parcels only
440.Certified/Tértivevény
100.Official Correspondence
200.“ delivered to addressee only
270.Deliver to addressee only
150.Declared value
260.- (up to 10.000Ft)
“ for each 1000Ft over 10.000Ft
30.-

1 Feb 2005
Europe
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.160.190.2.170.210.250.340.290.420.410.540.620.950.840.1.290.1.200.1.820.2.280.3.520.2.880.4.690.3.470.5.850.110.140.4.250.5.150.650.790.510.200.150.130.- for each 5.000Ft
-

Other Destinations
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.180.220.2.190.240.260.2.370.320.400.290.3.780.360.470.630.110.480.680.870.730.1.070.1.020.1.460.1.420.2.030.2.790.3.970.3.590.5.380.4.390.6.790.130.160.6.590.7.570.1.180.1.360.510.200.150.130.- for each 5.000Ft
-

Footnotes:
1
The “Standard Envelope” dimensions are 114 x 162 mm (minimum) and 110 x 220 mm (maximum).
2
Surcharge of 30.-Ft applies to these weight classes for non-standard, oversize printed matter.
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FOR THE RECORD
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
Bob Morgan’s letter appeared in the Readers’ Opinions column of the July 4th issue of
Linn’s Stamp News. Bob diplomatically pointed out to columnist Rick Miller that his comments
about the 1945-46 Hungarian hyperinflation published in the May 9th Refresher Course column required a bit of tweaking. Bob offered his book on the hyperinflation as recommended reading.
The July 4th issue of Linn’s also showed an ‘unlisted’ Hungarian stamp in the Collectors’
Forum column. It was a copy of Scott #755, 30,000 milpengö 1946 inflation issue in olive bistre color instead of henna brown while the numeral of value was red. Rick Miller had called me about this
stamp earlier, to which I offered my opinion that it was color changeling. The copy illustrated shows
a small cancellation in the corner; hence, the stamp had been subjected to soaking. The owner misstated that the stamp was printed in one color only according to Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalog. On the contrary, the numerals of value for this series were added in a separate operation, and I
have seen dark red variants of these numerals.
Continuing with setting the record straight, I critiqued Rick Miller’s writeup that appeared in
the June 13th issue of Linn’s about the record price achieved at auction for the 1867 3kr error-ofcolor stamp. Mr. Miller referred to this stamp as ‘the most valuable Austrian stamp and the only Austrian stamp or cover in the top-50 list.’ This could not be further from the truth! Three decades ago,
the world’s leading philatelists verified the 1867 coarse-beard stamps featuring Francis Joseph I, Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary, were the first issue of the independent Hungarian Post. All
known copies of the error-of-color stamps were used in Hungary proper. Unfortunately, the Scott
catalog lists this issue under Austria only. It belongs in the beginning of the Hungarian section, also.
Linn’s published my comments in the Readers’ Forum column on July 18th along with a weak
acknowledgement that “In the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalog, the listings for Hungary
begin with the 1871 issue. As Scott notes, the Hungarian post became independent on May 1, 1867.”


HUNGARICA NEW ISSUES
Austria’s 2005 Stamp Day issue depicted a Junkers F13 aircraft that provided the ViennaBudapest flying boat service. The face value of the stamp was 2.65+1.30 euros.
In May 2005, the United States Postal Service issued four
stamps honoring famous scientists: geneticist Barbara McClintock,
thermodynamist Josiah Willard Gibbs, physicist Richard Feynman,
and mathematician John von Neumann.
John von Neumann was born in Budapest on 28 December
1903. He possessed a phenomenal memory as a child and could
memorize randomly selected pages from the telephone directory.
Between 1911 and 1921, he attended the Lutheran Gymnasium. By
the time he completed his studies, he was identified as a math prodigy. He went on to completing the mathematics exams at the University of Budapest without attending classed while he studied chemical
engineering in Berlin and Zürich. In 1926 he earned his chemical
engineering degree from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
and completed his doctorate in mathematics at the University of Budapest. The next four years he lectured in Berlin and Hamburg followed by a three-year teaching assignment at Princeton University.
Because of the impending war, he stayed in America.
In 1933, Neuman, Einstein, and five other mathematics professors founded the Institute for
Advanced Study at Princeton. During World War II, he worked on the Manhattan Project. He had
been often cited as the father of the modern computer for his theories on networks and parallel processing. He was appointed to the Atomic Energy Commission by President Eisenhower in 1955.
Soon thereafter, he was diagnosed with incurable cancer and died on 8 February 1957.
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WANTED: SALES EXAMINERS FOR THE APS SALES DIVISION
The APS Sales Division is looking for qualified collectors who have expertise in Hungarian
philately to act as Sales Examiners. Potential candidates typically have a good reference collection of
stamps and literature. Specifically, examiners are needed to weed out Hungarian fakes and forgeries
as well as to correct misidentifications of material offered in the APS Sales Division. Interested persons should contact Thomas W. Horn, Director of Sales, American Philatelic Society, 100 Match
Factory Place, Bellefonte, PA 16823, tel.: (814) 933-3803.


LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Thank you very much for your quick response to my letter. Indeed there are a lot of forgeries
of pre-stamp Hungarian letters around. For example, I have more than 250 such letters in my collection. However we have done a lot of research over the past three years and many covers were taken
of the market. More important, a large database was established by a Hungarian friend of mine containing a couple of thousand genuine letters and over a thousand falsifications. Of the majority, we
now know their origins, and the perpetrator has been stopped. We also know now in 95-99% of the
cases as to what is real and what is fake, and our knowledge is increasing day by day.
If anyone has any items that he/she thinks are suspicious, they can always send me a scan and
I will give an expert opinion. I would really appreciate if you could put an advertisement in the Society’s magazine. I have a question: Does anyone know who bought the pre-stamp collection of Dr.
Solyom-Fekete that was sold at Greg Manning auction last year? I got all the photocopies of that collection, but there were too many duplicates for me to buy the whole lot.
With kind philatelic regards,

Jan A. Rompes

Dr. Paul Richter wrote about the discrepancy in the spelling of the town name that he encountered on a cover, part of which is illustrated above. The registry etiquette spelling is Kolozsvár,
while the same name is spelled Kolosvár on the cancels. Both also include the abbreviation ‘p.-udv’
indicating that the letter was mailed at the town’s railway station (pálya-udvar).
After doing a bit of research in Volume VI of A magyar bélyegek monográfiája / The
Monograph of Hungarian Stamps, I concluded that the newly independent Hungarian post simultaneously used both spelling variants on the cancellers of Kolozsvár. The Kolosvár variant, including
the railway station cds, was in use from 1877 through 1900. About a dozen other Kolozsvár Erdély
cancellers with different control letters were used between 1869 and 1898. /Ed./


UPDATE FOR WASHINGTON 2006
by Robert B. Morgan
It is less than 10 months until philately’s “Greatest Show On
Earth” will be held in Washington, DC, May 27 – June 3, 2006. In the
USA a show like this happens only once in every ten years. Don’t miss
this opportunity to experience this philatelic extravaganza. Unfortunately,
the deadline for applications to exhibit has passed but it’s not too late to
arrange hotel accommodations.
The jury for the competitive part of the exhibit has been named
according to FIP’s strict jury selection guidelines. Twenty-five per cent
was appointed by the host country (USA), 50% nominated from different
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participating countries and appointed by FIP, and 25% appointed by FIP. Of the forty judges appointed from the participating countries, Czechoslovakia and Romania will be represented but Hungary will not. This is probably because both Czechoslovakia and Romania are planning to hold FIP
sanctioned shows while Hungary has no plans for one.
To illustrate the scope of Washington 2006, please consider that 127 different dealers from all
over the world will have booths; 19 different postal administrations will participate, and agents will
represent 97 different Postal Administrations. The US Postal Administration will have a First Day
Ceremony for a special souvenir sheet to be issued at Washington 2006. The sheet will include three
high value stamps: $5, $2, and $1. Plan to attend the ceremonies and receive a souvenir program.
Our Society will have special guests, lectures, and meetings as well during the show. If you
are planning to come to Washington, please let us know via email: robertmorgan@adelphia.net or,
h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org. We are looking forward to meeting you in person and to talk
about our favorite topic: ‘stamps.’


2005 NEW ISSUES
Issued 22 April 2005
Police Day 2005
Face value: HUF 85. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Ágnes Rosmann. The design shows a police helicopter & the emergency call number 112.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the State Printing Office in quantities required by postal
demand.
Issued 6 May 2005
60th Anniversary of the end of World War II in Europe
Face value: HUF 150. Stamp size: 35.6 x 35mm.
Designer: Ervin Widerkomm. The design shows a map of Europe, a peace dove, and the date ‘1945.’
Technical details: Printed using offset by the State Printing Office in a quantity of 200,000 stamps.
Issued 9 May 2005
Our Living Legacy
Face value: HUF 330 (set), HUF 500 (souvenir sheet). Stamp size: 40 x 30mm, souvenir sheet size:
90 x 65mm, stamp from souvenir sheet: 40 x 31.5mm.
Designer: Kálmán Székely. The designs depict domesticated Hungarian cattle, sheep, and hogs.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in an edition of 250,000 sets and
100,000 numbered souvenir sheets.
Europa 2005 – Gastronomy
Face value: HUF 160. Stamp size: 33.3 x 26.7mm, miniature sheet size: 132 x 70mm.
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. The design depicts the epitome of Hungarian cooking: a plate of chicken
paprikás with dumplings.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 4 using offset by the Banknote Printers in an edition of 130,000
miniature sheets.
Issued 18 May 2005
In Memoriam – Pope John Paul II
Face value: HUF 500. Souvenir sheet size: 110 x 65mm, stamp from sheet: 30 x 40mm.
Designers: Szilvia Lázár and Tibor Raszler. The design shows pictures from Pope John Paul’s visits
to Hungary. Photos are by Lajos Fábián and László Bókay.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers is an edition of 100,000 numbered
souvenir sheets.
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FREE COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF HUNGARIAN STAMPS FOR SALE: 1871 Lithos in
grades average to superb, used and unused and by plate positions types; Engraved issues, reprints; the
Envelope/Numeral and the Turul issues specialized; and all other issues including semi-postals, airs,
dues, etc. All are offered NH, unused and used as well as varieties. Also offering a full list of Occupations, genuine and counterfeit, again with varieties; and non-Scott material such as Western Hungary, WWII locals, hotel posts, telegraphs, some forerunners and other postal history.
Dan Demetriade, P.O. Box 09700, Detroit, MI 48209
tel: 313-842-4370
ATTENTION COLLECTORS OF HUNGARIAN OCCUPATION ISSUES: Singles and blocks
from the newly discovered sheet of Nagyvárad 4f Harvester with inverted Köztársaság overprint
(Scott No. 6N31 variety) are now available. While many occupation issues exist with inverted overprints, this is the only known variety with inverted Köztársaság overprint. The full sheet was expertized by Dezsö Flasch, Mihály Bodor and István Glatz. Each buyer will receive a photocopy of the
expert opinion as well as a photocopy of the full sheet with identification of the position(s) of the purchased stamp(s). Prices range from $80 to $200 for NH single stamps; $400 to $800 for corner
blocks of 4; and $950 for the upper right corner block of 4 with crescent moon printer’s mark.
Dan Demetriade, P.O. Box 09700, Detroit, MI 48209
tel: 313-842-4370
WANTED: Any and all material dealing with the Hungarian Gendarmerie (Csendörség) such as
mailing labels, picture post cards, covers, cancellations, documents, photos, Gendarmerie addresses
and addressees, anything and everything. Call or write. Zoltan Korossy, 11227 Woodson Ave.,
Kensington, MD 20895. Tel: (301) 946-2412. E-mail: zoltan@korossy.org.
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
to be announced

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002- (new format)

Each book individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of 11 for $320.00.
Freight fees will be added to all orders. Order from:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org
ATTENTION COLLECTORS OF HUNGARIAN PRE-STAMP COVERS: Looking to exchange or sell duplicate covers from the pre-stamp period of Hungary listed according to the Handbook or Müller/Térfi. I can provide photocopies or scans by email or fax.
Dr. Jan A. Rompes, Beethovenlaan 105, 3752 WC Spakenburg, The Netherlands.
e-mail: rompes-bushoff@planet.nl.

A late addition to Dr. Szilagyi’s
article on the Vienna-Budapest
airmail of 1918: a rare example of
mail sent outside of Budapest. This
letter was posted in Vienna on 19
July 1918 and forwarded by train
to Temesvár.

SHP members Al Kugel, Alan Hoover and Dr. Paul Szilagyi at INDYPEX

Society for Hungarian Philately Salutes Hungarian-born Scientists in America
Souvenir cover prepared for INDYPEX 2005. A limited number of serviced envelopes are available for interested members. Please contact the Editor at the address on the inside front cover of this newsletter.

